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CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE FILTRATION 
& STABILIZATION OF HARD SELTZER

Whether you’re thinking of adding a hard seltzer product to your lineup or have already shifted gears to facilitate 
production of this popular beverage, filtration and stabilization options should be carefully considered. As production 
volume, batch size and/or frequency increase, the filtration and stabilization method you use can have a significant 
effect on your efficiency and profitability. Choice of packaging and need for shelf stability will further determine to which 
extent filtration and stabilization steps are applied. 

Listed below are the filtration equipment and media we offer and support at Scott Laboratories.

 
LENTICULAR FILTRATION

Lenticular filter housings have a small footprint and can be sized for smaller, 12” housings to large scale setups. 
For example, Suprapak housings can house up to 6x modules totaling 48m2 of internal surface area. There 
are many advantages to this method and it is very scalable if you’re unsure how fast you may be expanding 
production. This is a very popular and cost-effective way to do the bulk of your depth filtration before and/or after 
sweetening and flavoring has been done. It is a nominally rated filter media with a range of porosities and can be 
used at the point of packaging in combination with another stabilizing step (e.g. dosing with Velcorin®).  

Click to watch lenticular filtration setup and usage video

https://scottlab.com/search?q=lenticular+filter+housing
https://scottlab.com/lenticular-advantages
https://scottlab.com/filtration/filter-media/filter-media-type=lenticular-module/
https://scottlab.com/fermentation-cellar/microbial-control/velcorin-velcorin
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SHEET FILTRATION
Sheet filtration technology has been around for over a century and many breweries have dusted off their sheet filter to 
filter more than just their Pilsners. Advantages include the ability to use a diversion kit to filter through two grades in 
one pass. This is a handy piece of equipment for smaller batches if you already have it. However, if you’re starting from 
scratch there are more efficient ways to save on product, media and labor, especially as batch sizes and frequency of 
filtration and packaging increase.

CROSSFLOW FILTRATION
Crossflow has the highest capital expense of all the filtration methods listed. However, for larger continuous batches of 
hard seltzer this becomes an excellent choice for full automation and 24-hour filter runs without constantly replacing 
media. Our VLS crossflow filters can be expanded with additional membrane banks as batch sizes increase. The VLS 
Unico model includes a sintered stainless-steel membrane that can filter liquids containing high solid content in one 
pass, producing a ready-to-package product. This allows for further savings on potential losses.  

Click to watch sheet filtration setup and usage video

VLS Unico Crossflow VLS TMF Crossflow

https://scottlab.com/filtration/filter-media/filter-media-type=filter-sheet/
https://scottlab.com/filtration/filter-equipment/product-type=equipment/
https://scottlab.com/filtration/filter-equipment/product-type=equipment/vls-technologies-unico-cross-flow-filter-unico?returnurl=%2ffiltration%2ffilter-equipment%2fproduct-type%3dequipment%2f
https://scottlab.com/filtration/filter-equipment/product-type=equipment/vls-technologies-tmf-cross-flow-filter-vlstmf?returnurl=%2ffiltration%2ffilter-equipment%2fproduct-type%3dequipment%2f
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CARTRIDGE FILTRATION
For the sterile filtration of the beverage to the brite tank or in-line with packaging, cartridge filtration is widely used for 
the sterile filtration of still and sparkling wine at the point of packaging. This type of sterile filtration can be validated 
by means of integrity testing before and after packaging. This is a high precision filtration method that is used after 
a beverage has been sweetened, flavored and filtered through a suitable depth filter such as lenticulars, sheets or 
crossflow. 

OTHER METHODS OF STABILIZATION
When canning high risk, shelf-stable product such as hard seltzer (high 
residual sugar, low alcohol), considering at least two out of a three-step load 
reduction process is recommended. Sterile filtration is typically one option. 
Other methods include tunnel pasteurization as an example. A popular 
option which is increasingly used in combination with filtration instead of 
potassium sorbate, is to dose with a beverage sterilant such as Velcorin. Due 
to the unique physical properties of Velcorin, a Velcorin doser is required to 
atomize it into the product at the point of packaging.  

Click to watch cartridge filtration setup and usage video

DT Touch Velcorin Dosing Unit

https://scottlab.com/filtration/filter-media/filter-media-type=membrane-cartridge/
https://scottlab.com/fermentation-cellar/microbial-control/velcorin-velcorin
https://scottlab.com/fermentation-cellar/microbial-control/velcorin-velcorin
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CARBON FILTRATION OPTIONS
To ensure consistency of the base product before flavoring, or simply to remove flavor and color on a fermentation that 
may have gone rogue, here are some of the food and beverage grade carbon media we recommend for adjusting these 
parameters without the messiness of a bulk carbon treatment. 

We recommend carbon filtration after the base product has already been brightly polished. This ensures that the 
carbon media will have the highest total throughput and efficiency and produce the most consistent filtrate quality, 
because visible suspended solids are not prematurely blinding the carbon particle surface. 

For additional assistance with sizing a filtration system or to enquire whether Velcorin could be a viable solution for you, 
please contact us at info@scottlab.com.

Last updated 03/19/2021

https://scottlab.com/search?q=aks4
https://scottlab.com/search?q=aks4
mailto:info%40scottlab.com?subject=
https://scottlab.com/filtration/filter-media/seitz-aks4-40x40-6140099?returnurl=%2fsearch%3fq%3daks4
https://scottlab.com/filtration/filter-media/scottcart-carbon-5um-30-7-c7-cartridge-670c073?returnurl=%2ffiltration%2ffilter-media%2f

